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P E R S O N A L  
B R A N I N G  



WELCOME

Personal brand photography provides imagery for entrepreneurs
to up level their brand, tell their story and connect with their

audience on a personal level to grow their business. 
 

These photos will showcase your unique personality and can be
used in a variety of ways throughout your website, social media

and marketing platforms. It's all about capturing who you are, what
you provide and what makes your brand unique. 

 
Whether you're a business owner, coach, online entrepreneur,
influencer or speaker; beautiful professional photography can

really take your branding to the next level. Using photos to market
and advertise your brand not only positions you as a expert in your
field but it gives your clients and audience a more authentic brand

experience. 
 

I would love the opportunity to assist you with your personal brand
photography by offering you a professional, customized photo

session that brings every aspect of your brand to life.  Headshot,
your workspace, creative process, tools of your trade and much

more to not only create a visual version of your branding message
but also create a photo experience that will leave you feeling great.

 Your brand photography will draw clients in and give them a
 reason to choose you. 

 
I look forward to working with you and bringing your vision to life! 

Hi, I'm Elizabeth

"Your brand is what people 
say about you when your not 

in the room" -Jeff Bizos



Personal branding photography is a relatively new aspect of visual 
branding, with savvy business owners jumping on board to take

their 
branding to the next level.  A personal branding session differs from

a 
typical headshot/portrait session in several ways. With head shots

the 
focus is simply you, usually shot from the waist up. Headshot are 
incorporated into personal branding sessions , but we don't stop 

there. We dive deep into not just who you are visually, but telling the 
story of what you do and why you do it. I get a mix of detail shots, 

lifestyle shots, photos of you in action as well as your products. The 
possibilities are endless and each session is customized to best

reflect 
the type of business you run and the message you wish to convey 

about your brand through images. 
 

These sessions are more customized than a headshot session, so 
there are lots of factors to consider including location(s), outfits, 

branding colors your brand message, ect. Therefore, our pre-shoot 
experience will be more involved and in depth in the pre planning 
stages. I'll help you decide how to best translate your brand into 

images that you can use on social media, your website and in 
advertising. Each brand is different and each session is personalized.

 
These sessions also differ from my regular sessions in that I include 
the digital files and commercial use. You will end up investing more 
into this type of session than you would a headshot session simply 

because your getting a wider variety of images and more time spent 
with planning , consultation and finally shooting your session. With 
these images the end goal is to help you be more profitable in your 

business, so think of these images as a true investment in your
brand. 

A BRANDING SESSION IS DIFFERENT
 THAN A HEADSHOT SESSION



I will send over a discovery questionnaire. Knowing
where and how you want to use your images will
help us understand whether you'll require vertical,
horizontal images. If you will want to us text across
any of your images, please let me know so that I can
plan the images backgrounds accordingly.  The
photos from your personal branding session are
very multi-purpose. They can be used for your
website, promotional material, blogs, newsletters,
ads, social media headers, banners, and more.
That's why planning and analyzing is important. 
 

HOW IT WORKS
The discovery questionnaire 

Before your session

After you complete your discovery questionnaire  we
will set a date to develop a session plan for our
shoot, and help with any decisions regarding
location, outfits and photo stories.  

After the shoot

After the session, I will cull and edit your images,
in about 2 weeks.  While my packages come with a
specific number of images, there is always the
option to purchase additional shots if you would
like to use extra photos. You will also have the
opportunity to purchase physical prints and wall
art. These are great if you have a brick and mortar
store and want some of your brand to be
integrated into the space.  When choosing images,
it's best to choose a mix of images so that you
have a little bit of everything available to you. I am
always happy to assist you with this process. 
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2 3 The shoot
On the day of the shoot I suggest getting hair and
makeup done so we can start at 10 am on
location. We will walk through your photo stories
and outfits/ looks one-by one. Don't stress all this
will be planned ahead of time. If you have a
certain photo story- we will shoot all of that at
once.  
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CHOOSING A LOCATION

Choosing a location for your shoot is important because it will set 
the tone for your shoot and impact the look and feel of your photos. 
Choose locations that are on brand for your business and don't be 
afraid to look for new places that have an atmosphere that an up 

level your brand. You will likely shoot a variety of photos in 1-3 
different locations. Remember that you want to give potential clients 
and audience a look at a day in your life so your photos need to tell 

that story. 
When choosing the locations think about the feel, style and vibe and 

what you like about the environment. 
 
 

Indoor location ideas
 

Home office/studio space
Various parts of your home 

(kitchen, living room)
Coffee shops/Cafe

Bookstore
Hotel

Co-working spaces
Clubhouse of an 

apartment Complex
Rent a Airbnb

A borrowed space

Outdoor location ideas
 

Town centers
Streets with colorful walls 

Gardens
Beaches

Parks
Your neighborhood

Farmers market
Boats

Colorful doors



5 WAYS TO USE 
PROPS IN YOUR 
PHOTOS
 1. Props can be used to bring in your brand

colors. Cushions or pillows on a couch or
different color files, notebooks or pens are just
some examples of how you can incorporate
pops of color. If you're incorporating any
electronics such as your phone or laptop, you
could get a cover that matches your brand as
a way to feature your brand colors. 
 
2. Props can be used to help personalize your
photos. Incorporating items that help
showcase what you do during the day. A funky
planning board is a good example.
 
3. Props can also be used to create a
connection with potential clients. Showcasing
certain books on your desk or coffee table
featuring titles that resonate with your
audience is one such prop idea.
 
4.Add a few personal touches to your
workspace to give clients an idea of what
you're all about. Flowers, a camera, a
passport(If you love to travel) could work really
well for this. 
 
5. Detail shots such as close up of your hands
on your laptop or of your coffee mug next to
your laptop are also some popular prop ideas.



WHAT TO WEAR 
 CHOOSING THE PERFECT OUTFIT

Tips for  men

Choose 2-3 outfits for the shoot. Choose a professional look (work) and one that 
represents a lifestyle look (casual)
Choose on-brand colors and clothes that represent your personality and best self! 
Avoid wearing any items with logos or wording unless it is part of your brand
Your shirt should be fitted. Clothing that is to big adds weight. 
A tie is not necessary but bring one along anyways
Ensure your undershirt is not visible 

What you wear in your photos is a reflection of your brand and overall
business, so dress accordingly! Your attire should complement your overall
vibe and give a powerful first impression.
What signature pieces do you have in your closet that you could wear? You
don't need to go on a shopping spree but if you've been wanting to buy a new
outfit, feel free to use this as a opportunity! If you need help finding what's
right for you.... I'm here to help you!

Tips for choosing your outfits

Choose 2-3 outfits for the shoot. Choose a professional look (work) and one that 
represents a lifestyle look (casual)
Chose on-brand colors and clothes that represent your personality and best self!
Avoid wearing logos and overwhelming or distracting patterns, having simple options 
with accessories are always a safe bet. 
Feel free to layer (throw on a sweater or cardigan), be bold with accessories 
(necklaces, shoes, etc. ) and make your outfit your own.
Avoid wearing horizontal stripes, as they can distort when the photo is minimized and 
create a look of extra width in your figure.
If you wear glasses, choose non-reflective lenses or coating to avoid glare.
Try all your outfits in a mirror (move and walk in them) and make sure that you look 
and feel comfortable in what you are wearing.  



HAIR AND MAKEUP
 

It's completely up to how "natural or "glam" you'd like to come across in your 
branding photos but either way, I highly recommend getting your hair and 
makeup professional done. You've done all the work to plan a professional 
branding shoot so top it off with a polished look! No need for a formal undo 
(unless that's your style). You'll want these photos to represent the best 
version of your everyday self. 



PRE SHOOT CHECKLIST
 

□ Confirm date and time of hair and makeup 
appointment. 
□ If you want your hair cut or colored now is 
the time to do it. 
□ Choose outfits/accessories/props 

□ Prepare your outfits, ensuring that they're 
steamed and pressed on hangers. 
□ Pack all accessories 
□ Pack all props you want to use 
 
 

One week before shoot

Two day's before shoot

Day of your shoot □ Load all outfits, accessories and props 
□ Hair and makeup first thing
□ At location to start shoot
 
 
 

□ Make sure all outfits and accessories are 
packed and ready
□ Stay well hydrated 
□ Go to bed early so you look and feel well 
rested

Day before shoot

You did it! Now it's all 
about relaxing and 
enjoying the experience. 





Elizabeth Sepulveda

805.975.2229

www.3ephotography.com

hello3ephotography@hotmail.com


